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T O K E N O M I C S  
P A P E R  v 1 . 0



1 .0 INTRODUCTION 
 

$CAPX token is the official token for Capx. The main role of the $CAPX token is to decentralise the 

Capx Protocol. Covering governance mechanisms and financial incentives, $CAPX token aims to share 

a vision of alignment between various stakeholders within the Capx ecosystem. 

The goal of Capx tokenomics, through its incentives and policies, is to create a shelling point where 

the protocol’s growth, sustainability and safety take priority over individual stakeholder objectives.  

$CAPX token holders bear the risk of the protocol. The incentives design resulting from multilevel 

governance encourages participants to become risk aware as they are economically co-dependent on 

each other and the protocol while allowing more flexibility between Capx ecosystem stakeholders.  

The Capx Protocol codifies trust between stakeholders. Governance is a term often associated with 

opacity. The vote and the result of a vote are only a small fraction of the processes involved in 

governance of the protocol and the ongoing power that is diffused through participants of the 

protocol.  

In the protocol, the $CAPX token governance defines the rules of the participants. This will also be 

carried by more informal supports such as open community and governance meetings and the forums 

that incentivise communication between stakeholders.  

The $CAPX tokenomics proposal is designed as a catalyst for the growth and long-term governance 

of the Capx Protocol. The goal is to create a future-proof framework which relies on systemic 

incentives and multilevel governance to create an efficient equilibrium that stimulates long-term 

growth and optimisation of the protocol. 
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2.0 CAPX TOKEN UTILITY 

$CAPX token is the native token of Capx Supernet. This is similar to Ether in Ethereum. To interact 

with Capx Supernet, $CAPX tokens are required to pay as gas fees. 

Sr. No. Role Purpose Utility

1 Supernet Token Network Functionality - Transaction Fees 
- Validator Rewards 
- Network Security

2 Right Bootstrapping Engagement - Access 
- Governance

3 Value Exchange Economy Creation - Work Rewards

4 Earnings Distributing Benefits - Earnings Sharing

5 Toll Skin in the game - Staking

6 Function Enriching User Experience - Discounts on Fee
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Utility 1 : 
Gas Fees / Transaction Fees 

Role : Supernet Token 

Purpose : Network Functionality 

• On the Capx Supernet, the $CAPX tokens works as native token. This means that a user can pay 

gas with $CAPX as well as send $CAPX to other accounts same way as they use ETH to pay gas 

fees on Ethereum and send ETH to others. 

Utility 2 : 
Validator Rewards 

Role : Supernet Token 

Purpose : Network Functionality 

• $CAPX token is the native cryptocurrency of the Capx supernet, which is a blockchain network 

that utilises a Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism. The token is used to 

incentivise a set of validators to secure the network by providing them with rewards for their 

work. In a DPoS system, token holders can delegate their tokens to validators, who then use 

them to produce blocks and validate transactions on the network. As a reward for their work, 

validators are paid in $CAPX tokens. This creates an incentive for token holders to delegate 

their tokens to validators who are expected to provide the highest level of security and 

validation for the network. 

Utility 3: 
Network Security 

Role : Supernet Token 

Purpose : Network Functionality 

• One of the key functions of the $CAPX token is to help secure the Capx supernet, a blockchain 

network that uses a Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism. In a DPoS system, 

token holders can vote for a group of validators to produce blocks and validate transactions on 

the network. These validators are chosen based on the number of tokens they hold and the 
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number of votes they receive.The $CAPX token plays a crucial role in this process by providing 

the mechanism for token holders to vote for validators. By holding and staking $CAPX tokens, 

token holders are able to vote for validators who they believe will provide the highest level of 

security for the network. This creates an incentive for validators to act in the best interests of the 

network, since their continued success as a validator is dependent on the support of token 

holders. 

Utility 4: 
Access  

Role : Right 

Purpose : Bootstrapping Engagement  

• $CAPX token holders get access to capx products and different tiers of deals on the Capx 

exchange as a function of the number of $CAPX tokens the user is holding. This incentivises 

users of the platform to hold a large number of $CAPX tokens, resulting in less sell pressure in 

the market from existing users and more buy pressure for the $CAPX token from the new users 

getting on boarded to the platform.  

Utility 5 :  
Governance   

Role : Right  

Purpose : Bootstrapping Engagement  

• $CAPX token holders can use the $CAPX token to take part in important governance decisions 

for the protocol. Healthy stakeholders in the ecosystem will accumulate more of the $CAPX 

token supply to have an impact in the decision making for the future of the protocol. This 

encourages more stakeholders to hold on to the $CAPX token and encourages new 

stakeholders to accumulate more $CAPX tokens.  
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Utility 6 :  
Work Rewards    

Role : Value Exchange  

Purpose : Economy Creation  

• $CAPX token will be the atomic unit of value exchange in the Capx ecosystem resulting in the 

creation of a transactional economy between the buyers and the sellers. This will allow users to 

earn value and spend it on services within the Capx ecosystem. They can earn $CAPX tokens by 

doing active work (contributing to Capx DAO), or passive work (eg, driving more users to the 

protocol). The creation of such an internal economy is going to be one of the very important 

and with more users entering the ecosystem, this internal economy will be sustained over time.  

Utility 7 :  
Fee Sharing   

Role : Earnings  

Purpose : Distributing benefits   

• There are multiple revenue streams for Capx protocol and the revenues generated by the 

protocol will be distributed to the holders of the $CAPX token.  
 

 There are 4 primary revenue streams for Capx 

1. A fee will be charged when the users issues WVTs using Capx liquid. 

2. A fee will be charged when WVTs are sold on the Capx Exchange. 

3. A fee will be charged when someone lends against WVTs. 

4. A fee will be charged for using Capx App for IOU token distributions 

Outside of these primary revenue streams, all the DApps built on top of Capx infrastructure will 

natively use the $CAPX token. A portion of the fees generated on these DApps will be 

distributed to the $CAPX token holders as well.  
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Utility 8 :  
Staking  

Role : Toll  

Purpose : Skin in the game 

• The $CAPX token holders can stake their tokens to get access to network inflation as well as 

additional rewards. To unstake the $CAPX tokens, there will be an unbonding period of 14 days. 

$CAPX token holders who stake the $CAPX token will get 200% more rewards compared to 

$CAPX token holders who are not staking the token.  

For example :  
 

Assume there are 10 $CAPX token holders holding 1,000 $CAPX tokens each and the rewards 

pool for the month has $50,000 USD in fees generated from the protocol. 

 

 Scenario 1 : None of the $CAPX token holders have staked their tokens 

For users who have not staked their tokens, each $CAPX token will be equal to 1 
Reward Points [ RPs ].  

Each User’s RPs [ Non-Staking ]  
1,000 $CAPX x 1 RPs = 1,000 RPs 

Total rewards Pool : 
10 x 1,000 RPs = 10,000 RPs 

Total Rewards pool will be split between 10,000 RPs. 

10,000 RPs = $50,000 USD 
1 RP = $5 USD 

As each user has an equal number of  points, each user gets rewards worth 1,000 
RPs equivalent to $5,000 USD. 
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 Scenario 2: 2 out 10 $CAPX token holders have staked their tokens 

For users who have not staked their tokens, each $CAPX token will be equal to 1 RP. 

For users who have staked their tokens, each $CAPX token will be equal to 3 RPs.  

User RPs [ Non-Staking ] 
1,000 $CAPX x 1 RPs = 1,000 RPs 

User RPs [ Non-Staking ] 
1,000 $CAPX x 3 RPs = 3,000 RPs 

Total rewards Pool :  
( 2 x 3,000 RPs ) + ( 8 x 1,000 RPs ) = 14,000 RPs 

Total Rewards Pool will be split between 14,000 RPs 

14,000 RPs = $50,000 USD 
1 RP = 3.571 USD 

2 Users who staked their $CAPX tokens will receive rewards worth 3,000 RPs each, 
equivalent to 10,714 USD each. 

8 Users who did not stake their $CAPX tokens will receive rewards worth 1000 RPs 
each, equivalent to $3,571 USD each. 

Utility 9 :  
Discounts  

Role : Function  

Purpose : Enriching User Experience   

• The $CAPX token holders can pay fees in $CAPX tokens. When paying in $CAPX tokens, there 

is a 20% discount on the fees taken by Capx Liquid, Capx Exchange or Capx App. This discount 

will be available on all the DApps built on the Capx infrastructure.  
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3.0 YIELD FARMING v2 

Over the last couple of years, ‘yield farming’ or ‘liquidity mining’ has failed at achieving better token 

distribution for governance as the majority percentage of the tokens are farmed by a very few select 

number of individuals or organisations that control most of the liquidity.  

Capx is introducing a new yield farming mechanism that ensures a very diverse participation 

in the governance community. $CAPX token can be farmed by 3 key stakeholders of the 

Capx community.  

Key Stakeholders :  

1. Platform users and Contributors 
2. Liquidity providers 
3. Adoption drivers 

Projects incentivising only liquidity providers end up incentivising only crypto whales. Yield Farming 

2.0 incentivises user behaviour to encourage participation of everyone.  

Without reinventing the wheel, Capx takes important learnings on user behaviour from three widely 

adopted consensus mechanisms :  

1. Proof of Work incentivises actors putting in ‘work’. 

 

There is a large number of people in the crypto community who don’t have money to invest 

in crypto but have something that is even more precious than money : ‘time’.   

Members of the Capx community who will be contributing to the Capx ecosystem by doing 

tasks and putting in time, effort and energy will be rewarded with $CAPX tokens. 3% of the 

$CAPX token supply has been allocated to be distributed in the form of Community 

Rewards.  

2. Proof of Stake incentivises actors putting in ‘resources’ 

 

For building liquidity for the $CAPX token, Capx DAO will be incentivising liquidity 

providers in the form of $CAPX tokens. This works very similar to industry standards of 

liquidity mining or yield farming.  
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Members of the Capx community who will be contributing to the Capx ecosystem by 

providing liquidity to the $CAPX token liquidity pool on DEXes will be rewarded with $CAPX 

tokens. 3% of the $CAPX token supply has been allocated to be distributed in the form of 

Liquidity Mining Rewards. 

3. Delegated proof of stake incentivises actors putting in ‘credibility’. 

 

One very important factor for any crypto project is how strong the community is, and how 

vocal the community is in terms of publicly supporting the project on social channels. More 

often than not, while the strongest members of the community put their reputation on the 

line by advocating for a project on their social channels, the upside still sits with the 

investors in the project and these community members don’t get anything for the social 

support they provide to the project.  

 

Capx believes ‘adoption drivers’ are one of the strongest pillars of the Capx ecosystem. 

Members of the community who will be contributing to the Capx ecosystem by generating 

awareness about Capx on their social channels will be rewarded with $CAPX tokens. 2% of 

the $CAPX token supply has been allocated to be distributed in the form of airdrops to the 

‘adoption drivers’ in the Capx community. 
  

Therefore, instead of just liquidity providers getting rewarded, other members of the community 

investing in time, effort, energy and credibility in taking the Capx ecosystem to greater heights will be 

rewarded as well. 

This results in a very fair distribution of tokens to a very diverse set of community members. It will lead 

to every stakeholder being able to take part in the Capx governance and grow the ecosystem as true 

owners of the protocol. 
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4.0 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

1. Allocations 
 
The total number of tokens is hard capped at two billion.  

One billion tokens are set aside for investors, contributors, team members, validators, initial 

fund for treasury management, and a fund to bootstrap the initial ecosystem as shown in the 

figure below.  

Private Sale 12%

Public Sale 1%

Exchanges 5%

Strategic Partners 5%

Liquidity Mining Rewards 3%

Advisors 4%

Team 20%

Liquidity Pool 5%

Marketing/Growth 7%

Ecosystem 18%

Community Rewards 3%

Bug Bounties 2%

Airdrops 2%

Treasury 11%

Grants 2%
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2.     Vesting 

Capx tokens will be unlocked over a period of 48 months.  
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